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ABSTRACT

This article explores the uses of coaching and mentoring as they apply to

organizational communication professors. The authors contend that these

professors already are proficient at coaching and mentoring and the coaching

and mentoring processes are routinely undertaken as part of their standard

university teaching responsibilities. As coaches, these faculty members assist

their students in improving student communication abilities through obser-

vation, discussion, and follow-up. As mentors, these faculty members

enter into a developmental relationship with students that extend beyond

the classroom. A greater knowledge of coaching and mentoring will enhance

instructional efforts and benefit students in multiple ways.

INTRODUCTION

Coaching and mentoring are obvious professional capabilities for organiza-

tional communication professors. A serious consideration of the coaching and

mentoring processes for faculty finds that these processes are integral to a pro-

ductive learning relationship between professors and students. What is not-so-

obvious is these processes are not adding work to a faculty member’s life.

In fact, these processes are routinely undertaken as part of traditional faculty
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responsibilities at a university. True, university faculty members are expected

to teach classes, and at many schools significant research is required. In addition,

these faculty members often serve as student advisors. This advisory role tradi-

tionally is academic in nature with faculty assisting students with the selection

of classes and majors. However, organizational communication faculty members

also fulfill key roles as coaches and mentors.

As coaches, organizational communication faculty members assist their

students in improving their students’ communication abilities through various

ways, including observation, discussion, and follow-up. Acting as their students’

mentors, faculty members enter into an important developmental relationship

with them, building a special bond with students that extend beyond the class-

room. Both important processes solidify a strong teaching relationship that

enhances the teacher/student association. Coaching and mentoring relationships

build bonds that add a new dimension to students’ learning processes. Some

contend that they are just as important to effective instruction as the traditional

classroom educational interaction between a faculty member and a student.

COACHING AND MENTORING

Linda Watt [1] has stated, “Today, more than ever, organizations have realized

the importance of providing leadership development opportunities to its people

to motivate employees, stay competitive and, ultimately, positively impact the

bottom-line of business.” Two processes that have become synonymous with

developing leadership competencies are coaching and mentoring.

Coaching, sometimes referred to interchangeably with mentoring, is a different

process than mentoring. The essential difference between a coach and a mentor

is that the coach does not give advice or answers but asks effective questions

to help reveal the individual’s current reality and vision for themselves. Ulti-

mately, a coaching relationship has the objective to change or improve some-

thing about the person being coached [2].

Coaching has become more commonplace in business because of practical

reasons. In fact, Wright [3] says that coaching is one of the fastest-growing

professions in the Western world. It can be postulated that coaching increasingly

is looked to by management as a better way to improve employee performance

because traditional methods of managing people simply have not worked well.

Coaching has become a key tool in helping executives and managers to grow

and succeed [4].

Earlier styles of managing people have involved being directive; that is, one

person giving directions and another person following them. The plain truth

is that directive styles of management do not cultivate the abilities of their

employees. Rather, directive managing increases the reliance on a manager by

an employee. Starr [5] states that the increasing dependence of employees on

their superiors decreases the personal resourcefulness of employees and that this
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dependence is difficult to change once it is in place. Simply put, directive

managing does not encourage employees to think on their own. Eventually,

this dependence is counter-productive and discourages employee motivation

and productivity.

By definition, coaching is a collaborative relationship in which the person

being coached (coachee) is coached by an experienced person who is an active

inquirer and instrument for change. The more experienced person coaches the



Mentoring programs have taken various forms, but in industry mentoring

is generally understood to include a support system arrangement between an

experienced senior executive (mentor) and a less-experienced junior executive

(mentee). These two people enter into an arrangement whose purpose traditionally

has been to advance the development of a less experienced executive. Watt [1]

has stated the following: “The driving force of mentoring is the relationship

between the two people involved in the learning process.”

By taking advantage of the know-how of a more experienced individual,

a knowledge transfer takes place from the senior person to the junior one. In

offering advice and information, mentoring becomes a learning solution for junior

executives to prepare them for the professional challenges that may lie ahead.

Unique relationships have become part of mentoring relationships. For

example, reverse mentoring relationships have become necessary where the

mentoring relationship is established from a younger person to an older one.

The focus of this relationship is on the specific knowledge needs of the older

executive. Where traditional mentoring has been developmental, reverse mentor-

ing is designed to keep an organization’s executives familiar with the latest

developments. Stone [11] has stated that General Electric executives, including

Jack Welch, were mentored by younger technology experts about Internet tech-



processes continue to take on important roles in the lives of organizational

communication faculty and the students that they teach.

An essential component of our educational role as organizational communi-

cation professors is coaching and mentoring. As instructors, we not only teach

theory, but we also expect students to demonstrate important communication

skills. Therefore, coaching is something that faculty do regularly. In fact, Wright

[3] defines coaching as a person who provides support to enhance the skills,

resources, and creativity that the person being coached already has. To some, this

would define the role of the teacher. It is the contention of the authors that this

is a natural process and activity for organizational communication faculty.

Acting as faculty coaches, organizational communication professors assist

students in improving their communication abilities. Interactively, these faculty

aim to develop their students’ personal and professional capabilities. Through a

four-step process:

1. observation and preparation;

2. discussion;

3. active coaching; and

4. follow-up.

Students are coached by:

1. revisiting a situation;

2. defining the current situation;

3. getting agreement;

4. sharing benefits; and

5. crafting a message.

Each of these steps is essential to ensure an effective coaching experience [6].

Organizational communication faculty members also act as their students’

mentors. As defined, these faculty enter into a developmental relationship between

a more experienced person (faculty) and others (students) who are less experi-

enced within the academic environment.

Some say that mentoring discussions are conversations with goals. This may

be true; however, the faculty/student mentoring relationship can be a special

one and is built upon the connections that faculty and students share.

There are five keys to mentoring:

1. developing a deep understanding of the student’s academic challenges and

his/her background;

2. seeking students’ ideas;

3. complimenting students to make connections;

4. developing a meaning and beneficial relationship; and

5. working to bridge gender, race, and generational differences.
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As mentors, organizational communication faculty model professional behaviors

in the classroom and are often asked by students about communication careers.

This idea of faculty mentoring has recently been carried to new levels in the

Association for Business Communication (ABC). In 2006, ABC began a

formalized program for faculty members to mentor other ABC colleagues by

initiating a mentor matching program [12].

Successful faculty mentors demonstrate effective communication principles

by looking to their students’ behaviors, using open-ended questions for clarifi-

cation (much like counseling; and are always on the lookout for nonverbal hints

about what really may be on their students’ minds. With mentoring as described,

the faculty member plays an essential role, challenges the students’ thinking,

and allows the students’ own solutions to emerge [10].

In fact, this process describes most valuable learning experiences. Enhanced

learning takes place when more knowledgeable individuals describe vital knowl-

edge, information, and experiences and relate these to someone who can put this

knowledge, information, and experiences to use on his or her own terms. Some

would consider these factors to also be qualities of effective leaders [13].

In business, and in typical leaner and meaner workplace environments, the

ability to think and reflect upon important business matters may be more prob-

lematic. However, even in that environment, the need for good mentoring is

becoming more valuable. Watson [14] writes that in education the need to think

and reflect upon new material is an indispensable part of learning. Since organi-

zational communication courses normally involve both theory and practice, the

importance of the mentoring role for organizational communication professors

is paramount.

Academic mentoring is seen in other fields as well. Borman [15] has written

about how less experienced Chemistry professors at the University of Maryland

are being mentored by more experienced colleagues at the university and through

national scientific organizations. Younger faculty members were targeted specif-

ically by the university and the national organizations with strategies begun to

assist younger professors in applying for national grants more successfully,

researching more productively, and teaching more effectively.

The article “The Good Mentor’s Guide” by Stern [16] states that mentoring

involves:

1. listening;

2. honesty;

3. future-focused; and

4. sharing relevant experience and insights.

Mentoring does not involve telling people what to do or patronizing or belittling

people. Again, good faculty/student relationships are built upon honesty and

trust. Students need to be receptive to the information that their instructors are

presenting to them. Students need to believe that their instructors are offering
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essential information to them because of its potential benefit to them. In addition,

great instructors also have to be great listeners as they need to be able to

understand and diagnose student needs and issues to prepare their students for

the challenges that they may be facing in the future. All of these describe what

Stern delineated in his list. Further, the two items that he mentioned that detract

from good mentoring relationships also are impediments to good learning rela-

tionships [18].

Much like good employer-employee relationships, good learning happens

because students are motivated to want to learn; not because faculty members

tell them that they must learn. In addition, faculty should never belittle or patronize

their students. It is a given that faculty generally know more about their subject
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